Optical coherence tomography imaging of the inner ear: a feasibility study with implications for cochlear implantation.
Cochlear implantation is now being performed in ears with residual hearing. Those implant recipients who keep residual hearing may benefit from improved pitch resolution through both electrical and acoustic hearing. Preservation of cochlear function after implantation is a challenging task for the surgeon. Current topics of hearing preservation research include electrode design and surgical technique. To maintain hearing, surgeons strive to create a cochleostomy and place the electrode in a minimally traumatic fashion. In this study, we examine a novel catheter-based real-time imaging modality with 10- to 15-microm resolution, optical coherence tomography (OCT), on the inner ear. We demonstrate the capability of OCT to allow visualization of inner ear structures through bone in live mice. We additionally used OCT to image the inner ear in a human temporal bone. Optical coherence tomography was able to delineate soft tissue structures within the cochlea and may be useful as an adjunct to cochlear implantation. Other potential otologic applications of OCT are discussed.